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MISS ALIAMISS ALIA

 Hello everyone, my name is
Nur Alia Natasha. A fresh face
who has been added to Sekolah
Sri UCSI, Springhill as a teacher
teaching Physics, Chemistry,
Mathematics, and Science.
Being a teacher is significant to
me because, according to a
phrase by Nelson Mandela,
education is the most potent
tool we have to change the
world. Along with such a
statement, I firmly think that
education can help us all
contribute to improving the
world. 

EMBRACING EDUCATION
AND DIVERSITY

   I recently returned from South
Korea where I was doing an
internship as a research assistant.
From that point on, I understood
that we must allow ourselves to go
above and beyond to pursue
knowledge and experience. By
doing this, we can gain knowledge
from struggle and practice.
However, after spending a few
months in South Korea, I truly
miss Malaysia, our sovereign
nation.collaboration skills among
them.
 In keeping with the Merdeka
month theme, I would like to
commend Malaysia for being such
a wealthy nation.  Our ability to
coexist peacefully as a nation,
despite having people of all races
and ethnicities, is one of our
assets. To that end, it would be
wonderful if we could all take a
moment during this Merdeka
month to reflect on the many
sacrifices made by our countrymen
so that we may all go to bed at
night feeling peaceful.
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On August 18, 2023, Sekolah Sri UCSI Springhill
students and teachers engaged in a 3-hour
hiking activity at Batu Putih, Port Dickson. The
trek fostered nature exploration, memories, and
well-being, aligning with the school's 5Cs
education pillars. The event exemplified the
school's commitment to holistic teaching and
learning. It was truly a memorable day for
everyone joining the hike. 

MERDEKA ACTIVITY - KUIH
CANVAS 

AUG 2023

FROM THE FRONT
PAGE

TANJUNG TUAN HIKE

Amid the Merdeka month, Sri UCSI Springhill
students embarked on a flavorful journey, creating
'onde-onde' and shaping our cultural heritage into a
giant Malaysia Madani logo. Crafting onde-onde
taught us culinary skills, while logo-making sparked
our boundless creativity. With every student and
teacher enjoying these treats, we shared more than
desserts – a reminder of our Malaysian unity. Kudos
to all!

https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
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Nature's palette never fails to amaze us with
its vibrant hues and breath-taking
landscapes! Our students recently took part
in exciting nature-themed photography and
drawing contests. They captured the beauty
of the natural world through their photos
and drawings. The categories included
landscapes, plants, and animals. After all the
submissions, everyone got to vote for their
favorite pictures by putting stickers on
them. It was amazing to see how creative
our students are and how much they love
nature. Great job to all who participated!

SEKOLAH SRI UCSI SPRINGHILL

AUG 2023

PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
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UPCOMING
SCHOOL EVENT

COOPER TEST 3.0 5 SEPT

TADIKA SRI UCSI
LITTLE CHEF

9 SEPT

MALAYSIA DAY
CELEBRATION

15 SEPT 

BEGINNING
OF TERM 3

4 SEPT 

https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
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TADIKA SRI UCSI
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

  Sing and Dance Time
 

Dance is an excellent way for children to
develop many different physical skills. Pom
Pom dance is a high-energy blend of jazz,
hip-hop, and dance team or cheer
techniques. The precise arm movements
and formations in pom - pom dance
enhance student’s control, coordination, and
body awareness. The students listened to
the song and dance according to the actions
using pom pom.

National Day 2023 is just
around the corner and that
means it is time to get cracking
on some Malaysia flag art and
craft. While doing this activity
the children learned about the
meaning of a yellow crescent,
the 14-point star on a blue
field, and the alternating 

MERDEKA ARTS

stripes of red and white. The arts focus around themes on independence
and freedom which is ‘Malaysia Madani’.  They also learned a bit about
responsibility as a Malaysian from this fun and creative activities.
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PRIMARY LEARNING
 ACTIVITIES

As August approaches, we're getting closer to
celebrating our National Day. It's a source of
pride for all Malaysians as we've lived
harmoniously among diverse communities for
66 years. It's important to instill the
significance of this historical day in students,
fostering Merdeka spirit and patriotism. A
suitable approach for their age is engaging
them in patriotic arts and crafts, like making
bookmarks with hibiscus paintings, promoting
both understanding of freedom and artistic
skills.

Merdeka Project With Std 6

In their morale class, students delve
into the art of kindness within
families. Sharing insights on
compassionate gestures, they
exchange ideas on fostering
harmonious relationships. The lesson
enriches them with a plethora of new
Malay vocabulary, enhancing their
ability to express affection and care
within their familial bonds.

Morale Lesson - About Loving
Family
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Malaysia's Independence Day holds
immense historical significance,
symbolizing our heroes' struggle for
freedom. Celebrating creatively, students
from grades 1 to 3 beautifully depicted the
66th Independence Day through captivating
artwork under the theme "Malaysia
Madani". The activity, conducted
throughout August, showcased their
painting talents and patriotic spirit,
assessing their ability to embody
patriotism.

Art Lesson - Embracing the Beauty of
Malaysia Madani

SECONDARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

SECONDARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Business Documentations in
Accounting Class

Business documents as sources of
information. Each student is divided into four
pairs. Each pair is required to give a
presentation to the class on four types of
source documents. This helps students grasp
the significance of proper documentation in
managing business accounts, ensuring
accuracy, compliance, and informed decision-
making. Understanding these benefits
encourages responsible record-keeping
practices in the business world.
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+6018-9779880

UCSI EARLY YEARS CENTER

Holistic Preschool with Kide Science

Weekly music and movement
classes, swimming, and computer
lessons!
Indoor classrooms and outdoor
spaces to promote active learning

International award-winning STEAM
Science approach from Finland.

Half Day (8.00am - 12.30pm)
Full Day (8.00am - 4.00pm)

Early Years School Hours:

https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
https://www.facebook.com/SriUCSISpringhill
mailto:enquiry.sh@sriucsi.edu.my

